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treatments.
Features like

Architects, Hanners. Consultants.

ding seams

ECI'sArchitecturalRoof System is fast becom- tural
ing known as a greatvalue in premium
roofing.

One of'the reasons is that architects and
contractors find it so versatile. In the hotel
above, the architect used it as both a roof and
a facade. ln fact, ECI's MetalArchitectural
Panels met both of those needt and the budget.

Some of the same features that make
ECI's lVletal Roof System such an attractive
roofing buy, also make it ideal for architec'

Please send me more

For information on the variety of sqyles,
colors and metals available, write ECl.

information on your metal roofing system.
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ENDURA]'ICE
BYDESIGN

ARCHITECTURAT DOORS
When it comes to decorative stile and rail

doors, Minton Company is a smart place

to look.

We use the finest woods.

Offer the most designs.

And combine these aesthetic features

in a 20-minute fire-rated door.

MORE WOODS
Nothing is so vital as getting the best raw

material to work with,

Like rich South American walnut, red

and white oak, and Honduras mahogany.

0r teak, maple, cherry, and ash,

Since 1911, Minton Company has

been establishing buying lines to the

world's top quality lumber.

0ur long-term relationships with

suppliers assure you of a good buy,

and lasting value.

MORE DESIGNS
Panel, Louver, French, and Bifold are just

a start.

Minton Company will custom manu-

facture any size and design to your

specification.

And before your door is shipped,

we'll pre-machine it for hardware. Assur-

ing proper fits. And reducing your jobsite

labor expenses.

2O.MINTITE ENDURANCE
ln addition to our interior and exterior

specialty doors, we also manufacture

fire-rated doors.

ln the same quality woods. And custom

designs.

All Minton Company fire doors come

with a 20-minute rating from Warnock

Hersey, lnternational, lnc.

Earning this label is the result of four
fire endurance tests performed by this

MINTON
COMPAhIY

accredited independent testing laboratory.

All tests conform to the standards set

forth by ASTM, NFPA, UL and UBC.

To learn more about Minton Company

doors, complete the coupon below.

Mail to Minton Company, 599 West

Evelyn Avenue, P.0, Box 520, Mountaln

View CA 94042 0r call (415) 968-9800.

-t
like lo know nore about Minl1n Conpany do1rs.

D P l ease send ne the " sti le and fr ai l Door B roch u re." 
I

a Pluse lave a M inton Conpany representative ul I I

ne at: I
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Wtth it, you could
design the most
beatitftd.

Duraflake@ FR is Americas only
Class I fire-rated particleboard.

Which opens all kinds of doors
whenyou'refacedwith a strict fire
code. Now everythingyou design
under normal conditions from
particleboard - wall systems,
counters, work stations, or
fumiture-can be designed from
Duraflake FR.

What are Duraflake FRs
advantages over fire-resistant
plyvoods? Plenty

Duraflake FR has none of the
bad habits of treated plyroods.
It doesnt warp, delaminate
or bleed chemicals.

It's more machinable.
It has a smoother, more

uniform surface that forms a
superior bond with frneveneers,
Iaminates and vinyls.

And it costs a lot less.
So the next time you're looking

for a substrate that can offer you
some real fire insurance, specify
Duraflake FR.

Anything less and you could be
playngwith fire.

For more information on

Duraflake FR, its properties and
applications, call our sales office at
(503) 928-3341. Or, for a free
viewing of our lO-minute, ll2-inch
VHS video tape on Duraflake FR,
write us on your company
lellerhead.
UL Llsted - Complete Data Arrallable

Flame Spread - 20
Smoke Developed - 25

Dgrafhke ?oi
YHIS

@

Willamette lndustries, lnc
Building Materials Group
Duraflake Division
PO. Box 428
Albany, Oregon 97321
(503) 928-3341
Msmber of the National Particleboard Association
Pailicleboard and medium d€nsity fiberboard ar€
manuladured dlh urea formaldehyde resin and may
releas€ formaldehlde in low cof,cenlration brmaldehyde

can cause temporary eye and r€spfatory krilation and may
aggravare respfatory condtions or dlergi€s Proper

ventilation dlreduce the risk ofsuch ploblems
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Challenge:
An inner-city park, fountain, walkway, gardens

and rest areas.

Solution:
Higgins Pavers

Challenge:
A retail shopping area, sidewalks, planters

and public transportation stop areas.

Solution:
Higgins Split Pavers

At the edge of the new Santa Ana, California
Civic Center, the architecturalfirm of tt/ctVahon
Partnership has designed Sasscer Park
Memorial Fountain, a reflection pool and foun-
tain, plantings and lawns unified with 100,000
Saturn Red pavers from Higgins Brick.

Nearby, Rex Lottery, A.l.A., has designed
block after block of beautiful brick sidewalks,
planters and bus stop shelters for Santa Ana
Urban Renewal with 291,000 Saturn Red split
pavers from Higgins Brick.

The two separate projects executed by
two different offices are beautiful examples of

the quality, durability and aesthetic value that
Higgins pavers offer for a variety of projects. ln
both of these situations it was necessary that
the selected material meet the ASTM Cg02
standards of 8000 lb/sq. inch compressive
strength and 11% cold water absorption.
Higgins pavers more than surpass those
requirements with an impressive 18,890 lb/sq.
inch compressive strength and S.Z4% cold
water absorption. Dependable performance
with minimum maintenance make pavers from
Higgins Brick a natural solution for your
challenges.

Higgins Brick
'1845 Elena Ave., Redondo Beach, CA 90277

(213)772_2813
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ROLM MIL-SPEC Computers, San Jose
Architect: Goodwin B. Steinberg & Associates
@ 1985 Whiltaker Photography

Specializing in architectural interiors, exteriors and
scale models, for corporate brochures, advertising,
editorial and architectural portfolios.

Whittaker Photography
111 Glenn Way, Suite #8, Belmont, CA 94002 (415)595-4242
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How ALUMAX HOWMET brought together

::l t
I

Heritage.
Architecture.
And Hyatt.

.l

*

The City of Butfalo presented The Gruzen Part-
nership an enormous challenge. The task of trans-
forming the historic Genesee Building into a new
landmark, the Hyatt Begency Buffalo Hotel.

"We knew our restoration would have a signifi-
cant impact on the Buflalo skyline," Peter Gumpel,
Gruzen design director, says. 'And we knew we
had to retainlhe drama of the building. Especially
the shape and color of the roof against the sky. But
to replace the original copper roof would have
been'cost prohibitive and difficult to install. We
needed answers."

Gruzen Project Manager Ray Gunther found
those answers with Alumax.

"Not only did they match the originalaged cop'
per patina of the old roof with their 2G'year, baked-
bn finish. They also gave us a modern roll-formed
panel roof that this 16-story building needed to
iesist severe winds off Lake Erie," Gunther says.

Alumax helped The Gruzen Partnership main'
tain the fine design and creativity ol a magnilicent
building with traditiona! architectural elements
and up-to-the-minute engineering and design. At a
low cost.

Today, The Gruzen Partnership and Alumax can
point pioudly to their Hyatt Regency proiect and
hn illiminated roof that has been said to "cut. -
through the sky like a huge diamond."

Make your next proiect a landmark success.
Write Alfmax, Building Specialties Division, for
details and a color brochure.

SBALI tAXqdN BLIr l.t)r N(; spE('lAt-rI ES l)lvlstoN
P.O. Box 163.227 Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149'(214) 285-881 1

,.'1985 Alumax

Peter Gumpel and Ray Gunther ot the Gruzen Partnership

HyRn Rroerucv@Burrnlo nisht view.
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FF{he ditterence berwen Calitbrnia
I and yogurt, some say, is that yogurt

I is a living culture.
The notion that California's culture is

best summed up by the word "pop" is

epitomized in the television commercial
Chiat/Day created for California Coolers.
In it, a lithesome blond with a Texas
twang enumerates the things she hates
about California, ending with the product
in question. She immediately consumes
the product, of course, having salved her
ethnocentric conscience with a purifying
dose of condescension. Californians may
be looney tunes, the message says, but
they sure know their fermented grape-
juice.

Along with its pop lifestyle, California
is home to a number of living cultures.
East meets'West here with an immediary
and on a scale that exists nowhere else.
The confluence of two distinct civiliza-
tions provides a rare stimulus for regional
architects. The influence that the archi-
tectural thought of two divergent cultures

-the Spanish and the Japanese-has

had on California architecture is the
focus of two articles in this issue.

The Spanish came first, as conquerors
staking their claim with monumental
structures that kept alive in a frontier
outpost a sense of connection with home.
Since Bertram Goodhue embellished the
simple Spanish elements, the style has
been revived with a frequenry that might
make a cat jealous. (For an account of the
resuscitation efforts, see "The Reign of
Spain: Mediterranean Revival," by David
Gebhard, Arts €t Arcbitectare, July 1985.)

In this issue, David Gebhard considers
whether the Spanish tradition continues
to evolve as a vital design approach or is
merely a clich6 of romantic mannerism.

'While 
every hamburger stand with a

red tile roof echos the Spanish tradition,
direct images from Japanese architecture
seldom are seen outside ethnic communi-
ties such as Little Tokyo. The Japanese
influence is more recent and more subtle
than the Spanish. The Japanese who came
to California primarily as laborers and
agricultural workers kept alive their con-

nection with home through cultural ex-
pressions other than architecture. Racial
discrimination and political persecution
were formidable barriers to the exchange
of knowledge between cultures. Only
recently have the elements of Japanese
architetecture and landscape architecture
become influential in California design.
In this issue, Michael Franklin Ross, AIA
explores the aspects of traditionalJap-
anese architecture that effected the work
of eminent architects practicing in Cali-
fornia early in this century, and assesses
the impact that the work of contemporary
Japanese architects is having on current
architectural thought here.

This issue also profrles Dworsky As-
sociates, the Los Angeles firm which
received the Firm of the Year Arvard from
the California Council, The American
Institute of Architects. A retrospective of
the work done by Dworsky Associates
over the years suggests that architecture,
and the culture it represents, is alive and
well and living in California.
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The Ronald McDonald House, Fresno. Arcbitect: Thompson Architectural Group HANNAH BARSAM

and spirited coalition of interests gath-
ered together in one hall to express their
feelings about Sam Rodia's towers and
the revitalization of its host community."

- Leon Vbiteson

Call Fon ENrnrEs

Urban Design Competition. A one-stage
competition to select an architectural
team for a new civic center, estimated to
cost 915 to $20 million and scheduled to
begin construction late next year, is being
sponsored by the city of Oceanside in
north San Diego County. The civic center
will include all the city's administrative
offices, the offices of the school district,
the main library, and ancillary facilities,
together with requisite parking, land-
scaping and site improvements. Qualifi-
cations must be submitted by October 15,

1985. Five teams will be selected to par-
ticipate in the competition, and each
team will receive $2100 toward its com-
petition costs. The competition jury will
be held at the end of this year. The city
intends to begin contract negotiations
with the winning team immediately fol-
lowing the announcement of the winning
scheme. For detailed information, con-
tact: !7illiam H. Liskamm, FAIA, Com-
petition Advisor, Oceanside Community
Development Commission, 322 North
Cleveland Street, Oceanside, CA 92054,
or call (619) 439-7270.

'Wood 
Design Awards. Projects that

demonstrate structural uses of wood and
have a dominant wood character are
eligible for the third biennial \7ood Design
Aurards Program, sponsored by the
American \(ood Council. Deadline is

Gorn Nuccr,rs

Special Grand Awards for specific
innovations in design were presented to
two California firms in the 1985 Gold
Nugget Awards, sponsored by the Cali-
fornia Building Indusry Association. The
Ronald McDonald House in Fresno
(architect: Thompson Architectural
Group; builder: R.G. Fisher Constructors/
Guest House of Fresno, Development
Inc.) was recognized for "meeting a criti-
cal need with high architectural style."
Angeles Plaza Housing for the Elderly in
Los Angeles (architect: Dworsky Associ-
ates; builder: Retirement Housing Foun-
dation and Los Angeles Community
Development Agency) received an award
for "use of a factory-produced pre-fab
housing unit system as the second largest
federally subsidized housing development
in the nation." In addition,34 Gtand
Awards were presented.

Sflarrs Rrvrvar SpunnBn By Tovrns

Can a major work of art and archi-
tecture help itself by helping the com-
munity that hosts it?

This question laid at the heart of the
recent international forum for the future
of Sam Rodia's towers in $7atts, held
at the University of Southern California.
The forum, sponsored by the \il/atts Towers
Community tust, the Los Angeles Herald
Examiner and the Los Angeles Museum
of Contemporary Art, brought together
3.) panelists including representatives of
the \Watts community; government agen-
cies at the state, county and city levels;
politicians and prominent architects and

urbanists from California and across rhe
U.S.; plus others from Canada and Mexico.

Forum participants visited Rodia's
towers and the S7atts neighborhood,
heard presentations from various groups,
and then publicly debated the concerns
of those who care about the towers and
about its host community.

These concerns are rwofold: one is that
the towers, which have suffered long
periods of local neglect, be permanently
protected and properly conserved in the
future; and two, that the towers become
the focus of a major cultural and com-
mercial complex to help revitalize this
neglected disrict.

Discussions at the forum were recorded
with a view to formulating a future pro-
gram for an international urban design
competition focused on lWatts Towers and
its environs. The \X/atts Towers Communitv
Thust has applied to the National Endow-
ment for the Arts for funding to mount a

two-stage, internationally advertised
design competition in the spring of 1986.

The competition's first stage is sched-
uled for February 1986. Entries will be
solicited in October 1985, five first-stage
winners will be selected for "their unique
design approaches." The second stage
will be completed in late spring. For
further information conract Margery
rWrheaton, \Watts Tower Community Trust,
i111 South Broadway, Los Angeles, CA
90015, or call (213) 744-8004.

"Confidence is very high here," said
moderator Robert Harris, FAIA, Dean of
the USC School of Architecture. Sum-
ming up the heady level of energy and
enthusiasm generated by the forum, he
added, "Never before has such a diverse

l0 ArchitectureCalifornia September,/October1985
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October 15, 1985. Contact: American
\7ood Council, 1619 Massachusetts
Avenue, N\X/, \Washington, D.C. 20036.

Con cte t e Re i nfo rce d S t e e l. Site- cast
reinforced concrete structures are the
focus of the CRSI Design Awards VIII
Program, sponsored by the Concrete
Reinforcing Steel Institute. Deadline is
November 1,1985. Contact: CRSI, 9ll N.
Plum Grove Road, Room 215, Schaum-
burg, IL 60195, or call (312) 490-1700.

San Diego lVaterfront. The image of
San Diego is the subject of a single stage,
single board idea competition sponsored
by the San Diego Architectural Club.
Deadline is October 21,1985. Contact:
The Completion Competition, San Diego
Architectural Club, 2lll India Street,
Suite AZ San Diego, CA92l0l.

Students. The design of a "Flexispace,"
a remote work environment linked elec-
tronically by a small computer to a firm's
central office, is the focus of a national
design competition. Deadline is October
11,1985. Contact Flexispace, School of
Architecture, Florida A&M Universiry
P.O. Box 592 Thllahassee, FL )2307, or
call Leigh Gates at (904) 5993244.

Clock Tbwer Stadent Competition. A
single-stage competition for the design of
a clock tower proposed to be constructed
on the Fremont Campus of the California
School for the Deaf is being cosponsored
by the Alumni Association of CSD, and
CCAIA. The competition is open and
limited to students of accredited archi-
tectural programs in California. First,
second and third prizes will be awarded
in the sums of $250, $150, and $100.
Registration deadline is October 18, 1985.

For registration form and pertinent de-
tails, contact Hary Jacobs, FAIA, 1934
Park Boulevard, Oakland, CA94606.

Pnor,Nrx FrNalrsrs

Ricardo Legorreta Arquitectos, as-

sociated with the Orange County firm of
Leason Pomery Associates, is among the
finalists for the design competition for
the Phoenix Municipal Government
Center. Other finalists include Michael
Graves, FAIA; Arata Isozaki; and Barton
Myers, AIA. The final proposals for a

12 block area in downtown Phoenix
will be judged in October by Charles

Jencks, AIA, David Gebhard, Roger
Schluntz, AIA, and 6ve Phoenix residents.

Saru Fnaxcrsco REGULATES
Nrw Dnvr,loPMENT

San Francisco's Downtown Plan, slated
for approval as we go to press, will put
the city far ahead of any other in the

counry in regulating new development.
Broadly speaking, the plan covers all
aspects of new construction, preserves
architecturally significant buildings and
creates conservation districts, ensures the
availability of sunlight for streets and
open space in threatened downtown
retail areas, and mandates contributions
from developers for art, housing, ransit
and a new downtown park.

As the plan moved through the review
process, numerous amendments were
proposed. Among those which were not
foreseen when the plan was initiated two
years ago are additional requirements for
developers of new office buildings to
provide child care centers and employ-
ment brokerage services in their build-
ings. A last battle revolved around the
issue of putting a cap on development
with proposals ranging from 500,000
square feet and 750,000 square feet by

rl

Municipal Phoenix. Architect : Ricardo
Legorreta Arqaitectos, uitb Leason Pom-
eroy Associates.

various supervisors to 950,000 square
feet proposed by Mayor Feinstein. As
finally approved, the mayor's proposal
was translated into 2,850,000 square feet
over the next three years, pursuant to
special review procedures.

Specifically, the plan imposes stiff
restraints on the scale of new buildings.
Height limits come down from 700 to
550 feet, permissable only in the South-of-
Market Street area; the base floor area
ratio, or FAR, is reduced from 14:1 to 9:1
in the C-l-Office district, the densest
part of downtown. FARs in other C-l-O
areas will be as low as 6:1.

The concept of ransfering develop-
ment rights (TDR), which originated in
Chicago, will be put to use to take the
pressure off modestly scaled historic
buildings in the traditional financial dis-
trict north of Market Street. Development

rights may be transfered to a parcel or
parcels within the same zoning district or
to a special development disrict south of
the existing C-l-O disrict where increased
densitites are considered appropriate.

Regulations that address the form of
new buildings are an important part of
the plan. Most are clearly written in an
attempt to redress the damage to San
Francisco's once-commended skyline by
the march of flat-topped towers, now
scorn{rrlly called "refrigerator cartons,"
across the blocks on either side of Market
Street near the waterfront.

New buildings are divided into four
components: base, lower tower, upper
tower, and to'wer extension. Depending
on their height, new buildings will step
back at these divisions to preserve street
openness and maintain a continuity of
the streetwall. The height of tl-re base may
not exceed 1.25 times the width of the
widest abutting street with a maximum
of 120 feet and a minimum of 50 feet. The
base must be in harmony with existing
buildings nearby, and its architectural
treatment must express a cornice line or
equivalent projection. The lower tower
will have a maximum average plan width
of 160 feet and a maximum average diag-
onal of 200 feet. Upper tower bulk con-
trols apply to buildings taller than 160

feet; they yield a maximum plan width of
140 feet and a maximum diagonal of 160

feet. This translates into a maximum
average floor size of 20,000 square feet
for the base and 12,000 square feet for
the upper tower.

The upper tower extension is an option
intended to further the aesthetic goals of
slenderness and sculptural interest for
the building tops. So much attention has
been focused on the importance of these
terminal elements that San Francisco
Cbronicle critic, Alan Temko, was moved
to suggest that milliners might be more
in demand than architects. No degree of
regulation can ensure that the shapely
new buildings will succeed as individual
works of architecture, but they should
relieve some of the boredom of the cur-
rent skyline.

Although it appears that development
will be reined in, 14.1 million square feet
already is approved or is in consruction
even before the moderate limit just im-
posed begins to take effect. And the plan
allows exemptions in the form of a pos-
sible 7.5 million square feet of low- or
mid-rise ofifice space for Mission Bay and
Candlestick Executive Park. All in all,
the addition of 25 to l5 million square
feet citywide is conceivable by the year
2000, creating a man-made forest in which
the shape of the trees yrrr:trVrr:;;:;;r,
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And a fuwold ones.

27 New Commercial ldeas
in Cedar. Ft1ee.

Yours free for the asking. A unique collection of cedar shake and
shingle clad shopping centers, schools, restaurants, office
buildings, banks and a spiritual center. All in irresistably

warm, beautrful and natural living color. Send for it:
27 New Commercial ldeas,

Suite 275, 515-116th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.
Or use the reader service number

Respond.
Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE INSURANCE BROKERS, INC.
Speciarists in lnsurance and Protessional Liability Loss Prevention lot Calilomia Architects
941 EMERS0N ST. pAL0 ALT0, CA 94301 (415) 322-8250

Hollal|d. Ed & tbviviv. tudnm
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Trlp PnEvernNt PnououN
My office very much enjoyed your

issue on "'Women in Architecture"
[anuary/February, 1985 ).

In spite of recent strides made by
women within the profession, it still seems

as though we are seldom recognized or
acknowledged by our peers or the public.
Architects are still referred to by the
generic "he" in publication and presen-
tation. I am relieved that more and more,
in Architecture Califoruia, in the AIA,
and in the public mind, the architect is
now sometimes a "she."

- Eha Leuiseur, AlA, RIBA

Tnr Prnrm or Succnss
When I first started my practice some

seven years ago, I began with a few small
jobs, a lot of hope and inexhaustible
enthusiasm. The jobs have increased,
both in size and number, the hope is
still there, but some of the enthusiasm
has slipped away. Don't get me wrong.
I'm still as excited about architecture as

I was when I first decided I wanted to
be an architect back in grade school.
But something has changed. Or have I
only become more av/are of what the
oldtimers have known for a long time?

In the beginning, there's only the client
with his small job telling you, "Keep it
simple, stupid, I need a building permit."
So you crank it out, he gets a building
permit and you're on to the next job of
equal importance.

Then, all of a sudden, a bigger job
comes along and you need help with it.
So you hire an employee! And a new
era begins. You now have to deal with
the peculiarities of another who wants
input on your work. And you find man-
aging people can also be a full time job.
But you also find that playing the permit
game isn't good enough anymore. You
must have more say in bidding, in con-
struction administration, in the whole
process. So you need more help. And
more ofifice. And a secretary. \7here will
this all end?

Pretty soon the faces of your employees
don't seem as recognizable. \flho is that
young kid in the corner doing door and
window details? \,Jflhat has the secretary
done with those job 6les? uilhy can't I
find anything? And why is the work taking
so long to get out? It wasn't like that in
the "old" days!

Then it becomes painfully obvious
that our whole system has to be re-
evaluated, or it self-destructs. 1il7e may
have been taught a little about running
an ofiEce in school, but nothing prepared
me for this. Hopefully the process, once

A unique solution exists for your client.
And for you.
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started, will be on-going so that the pros-
perity that we are on the verge of enjoying
will only get better.

I know, ultimately, that only good will
come of all this. I lust hope it happens
quickly. For in the end, what I'm looking
to regain is the innocent enthusiasm I
started with, what now seems like so

very long ago. 
- Steue Sulliuan, AIA

DncaorNlr FanrRsrps

Since 1978, I have been watching the
evolution of the so-called "post-mod-
ernism" in the U.S.A., and waiting to
hear someone raise his voice to denounce
this fad. I have never heard so much
serious nonsense expressed by so many
people (AIA and FAIA) The adjective is
used to baptise this strange trend with-
out really knowing what the word "mod-
ern" means. An attitude of not doing
contemporary, International Style archi-
tecture does not mean that you have to
go back to inspire yourself on classical
styles or Greek column orders or Palladio.

tying so hard to be "original" per se

does not necessarily, make things appear
different. But it can, and often does,

deny the concept of contemporary space,

style of life and, most important, the
technology of our times. Examples of
the past are atalyzed to the bones; the
past becomes the theme. This establishes
an incapacity to solve the problems of the
present, much less the future!

Post-modernists speak about forms,
volumes and interrelations, but none
ever mentions the u,ord "MANI' No-
body gives a damn about him, his space,
his needs. I am very concerned about the
value of creations that ignore man. The
challenge in architecture has not changed.
Man is still man, and serious architectural
research will always be to create archi-
tecture in relation to actual technologies
to serve the needs of man.

To many of us who have been prac-
ticing for quite some years, these new
fancies seem curious, but they don't
necessarily affect us. My real concern,
having been a professor of design for
over 15 years at the National University
of Mexico in Mexico City, is the young
students who are the future architects
of this world. Students of architecture
idealize these fancies, becoming very
disoriented with dramatic results. I dare-
say they-and the public as well-often
believe all the stories post-mod architects
invent to justify their prolects.

Art today expresses the convulsion of
our society. \We cannot deny that what is

happening is decadent. Let's hope this
attitude is only a transition to a better,
more fortunate creativity.

- Manuel Rosen Morison, AIA
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nothing does it
like MASONRY.,

Los Angeles . .

Oakland.....
Orange County

For technical information contact:

MASONRY INDUSTRY OF CALIFORNIA

(213) 388-0472 San Bernardino. . . .(714) 875-2250
(415) 831-9090 San Francisco. . . . . (415) 781-7642
(714) 457 4451 Ventura . . . . (805) 488-3331
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1985AlA HonorAwqrds

AIA Hor.ron Awenn
Project:
Pacific Tbwnhouses
Santa Monica
Architect:
Rebecca L Binder, AIA
and James G. Stafford
Owners:
Gerald R. Fischer and
Rebecca L. Bindea AIA
Structutal Engineer:
George Kobayashi
Electrical Engineer:
Antbony L. Lindbardt
Mechanical Designer:
Rebecca L. Bindea AIA
Landscape Designer:
Rebecca L. Binder AIA
Photographer:
Man,in Rand

Pactptc Towrunousss

lury comment: The architects of
the Pacific Townhouses have
created a strong aesthetic state-
ment in an oceanside neighbor-
hood devoid of architectural
context. Drawing on high-tech,
industrial images, the vigorous
geometric design exudes vitality
and adventurousness. The project
is expertly crafted and detailed,
and the pleasing interiors make
eFficient use of limitations im-
posed by zoning restrictions. By
academically employing forms
and compositional principles, the
Pacifi c'Iownhouses demonstrare
the creativity of the architects
and offer a new vision of post-
industrial housing.I
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AIA HoNon Awano

rVsvrnHerusER TECHNolocY
CeNrrn

Jury comment: The architects of
the \Weyerhaeuser Technology
Center have drawn upon the
richest traditions of American
Modernism to create a vital and
strikingly handsome building
carved out of a rugged natural
setting. Almost effortlessly, the
building accommodates its mul-
tiple uses, offering smooth tran-
sitions from office to laboratory
to engineering facility to social
space. The courtyard is a peaceful
island in the midst of a busy,

high-technology environment,
and is one of the many spaces

within the building that makes it
a memorable place in which to
work. Vith its cedar and glass

exterior shaded by the densely
wooded site, the building is not
so much an object in its environ-
ment, as an integral part of its
environment.

Proiect:
.Vey 

erlt aeus er Tb cb no lo gy Ce n t er
Tacoma, 

'Vasbington

Architect:
Skidmore, Ouings & Merrill,
San Francisco
Owner:
'Veyerbaeuser 

Company
Structural Engineer:
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Mechanical Engineer:
Skidmore, Oaings & Merrill
Elecrical Engineer:
Skidmore, Owings €t Merrill
Landscape Architect:
The SVA Group
General Contractor:
Hoffman Con s t ruct io n Co m P an 1
Photographer:
Jaime Ardiles-Arce
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Snu JuaN CerrsrRANo LrsnaRy

Jury comment: The San Juan
Capisrano Library, through its
scale, indigenous materials and
spatial invention, is a masterful
transformation of the Spanish
mission vernacular into a modern
composition that makes a visit to
rhe library a delightful experience.
The plan of the building is origi-
nal and brilliant, with the or-
ganization of spaces and functions
around rhe courtyard offering
natural control of light and cli-
mate while creating the spirit of a

small town. The manv crisscrossing
top-lit axial vistas are like streets
or paths, adding to the sense of
village. The design's idiosyn-
crasies are enriching and appro-
priate, and contribute to a playful
charm perfectly suited to a place
where imagination is stored.

Proiect:
San Juan Capistrano Library
San Juan Capistrano
Architect:
Micbael Graues Architect
Job Captain:
Nicholas Gonser
Production Captains:
Dauid Tbeters

Gauin Hogben

Joint Owners:
C14 of San Juan Capistrano 

.

County of Orange, Californu
Structural Engineer:
Robert Lawson Structural
Engineers
Mechanical Engineersr
Baum €t Associates,

Thomas A. Poltse

Electrical Engineersr
Karjala/Pankretz & Associates Int
Landscape Architect:
'Voodward Dike
General Contractor:
N ewport H arbor Con s truct t:on

Company
Photogaphet:
Paschall/Thylor
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Iwcrnt
the

importqntb
me crs the plurnJcing. . t-n hese days, if you want to attract tenants you've

' I I got to offer them more than the other guy. So I

! make sure all my office buildings include a
I communications system that's readyand
waiting for my tenants.

"The day they move in,all they have to do is plug
in their phones and they're hooked into one of the
most flexible and costefficient systems available...
CENTREX from Pacific Bell.lt gives my tenants a
state-of-the-art system at a price they can live with.
It also gives them over 40 time- and money-saving
features.And lets them add or subtract features as
their needs change.

"I chote CENTREX over a PBXI
"Sure, I thought about putting in a PBX-one of

those on-premise systems you hear about. But with
a PBX you've got to buy all the switching hardware up
front, install and maintain it yourself. And if what
you've got turns out to be too little or too much for
your tenants' needs, you're stuck with it.

"CENTREX is different.The switch is at Pacific Bell's
central office, so there's no wasted floor space. No
extra insurance. No hassles with repairs and upkeep.
And with QENTREX I can get a multi-tenant system
that's only as large as my tenants want, so I'm paying
only for what I actually need.

"Wor*ing with Pacific Bell was a pleasurel'
"One of their multi-tenant specialists showed us

how to figure out exactly what we needed. And one
of their BIC engineers helped us design the risers,
even assisted on the blueprints.

"And here's something else I like.When I equip a
building for CENTRD(,I've made it capable of access-
ing a whole range of hi-tech services-like voice mail,
video teleconferencing and data transmission. And
when other seruices become available in the years
ahead, my buildings will be ready for them.

"No doubt about it. By including
multi-tenant services, I'm on my
way to creating the'lntelligent
Buildings'of the future.And from
what my occupancy rates tell me,
that's a pretty smart thing to do.

Pacific Bell's multi-tenant communications
gelices can help your buildings fill up fast. For
more information on how to equlp a new buildtng
or retrofit an older one, or to talk to a Pacific
BeIl multi-tenant specialist, call toll-firce:

1 800 622-0735, Ext.616
orwrite us at the address below.

PACIFIC ]l!BELL."
A Pacific Telesis Company

Business Communications Center
620 Folsom St., Suite 305
San Franciscs, CA 94107

How to build on intelligent building: # I in o series

to fill it fust.
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VICOLO, Mission Hills. Archi-
tect: Grondona Architects. Jury
comment: This not-yet-built resi-

dence captures the interiot life
of an Italian street, evoking the
idiosyncratic aspects of that cultute.

THE ELGAR CORPORATION
PLANT, San Diego. Architect:
Austin Hansen Fehlman/Group.

Jury comment: Natural lighting,
water featutes, palm trees and
glass reflect the mix of man and
machine.

THE JAEGER BEACH HOUSE,
La Jolla. Architect: Rob IUelling-
ton Quigley, AIA. Jury comment:
The beach house is designed as

an intimate urban village to ensure
privacy for family membets.

)

SaN Dmco

"Having reviewed 141 sub-
missions, our jurors determined
that San Diego's freshest design
work is in commercia7retail
buildings under three stories,
and in single-family houses," said
Bradley Burke, AIA, chairman of
the Honor Awards Committee of
the San Diego Chapter/AlA.
Honor Awards were presented to
Rob Wellington Quigley, AIA for
the Jaeger Beach House in La
Jolla (see Arcbitecture Caffornia,
November/December, 1982 ) ;

Austin Hansen Fehlman/Group
for the Elgar Corporation Plant
in San Diego; Pacific Associates
Planners Architects for the Es-
condido Civic and Cultural
Center (see Architecture Cali-
fornia, May/June, 1985); and
Grondona Architects for Vicolo,
a single-family residence in
Mission Hills. Rob Wellington
Quigley, AIA received three
Merit Awards for the La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art
Video Room, Manah Partners
Apartment Project, and the
Beaumont Building. Merit
Awards also were presented to S.

Scott Emsley for the Hochman
Residence; Marc Thrasuck, AIA
and Associates for the Marsh
Residence Remodel; Batter Kay
Associates for the Seaview House;
Buss Silvers Hughes & Associates
for the National City Fire Station;
Austin Hansen Fehlman,/Group
for the Camp Cedar Glen Dining
Hall (see Architecture California,
May/June 1985); and RNP Archi-
tecture & Planning for $7ords
and Music, a Book Gallery.
Citations of Recognition were
awarded to Buss Silvers Hughes
& Associates; Rob lX/ellington

Quigley, AIA; Grondona Archi-
tects; and Steven A. Lombardi
for interior light sculptures.

Jurors were Robert J. Frasca,
FAIA; Paul A. Kennon, FAIA;
JimJennings, AIA; and Barbara
Goldstein.
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OnaNcr CouNrny

"The purpose of an awards
ceremony is to encourage good
design solutions," said Robert
Marquis, FAIA, jury chair for the
Honor Awards of the Orange
County Chapter/AlA. "rWe were
impressed by the high level of
entries. The relative lack of cater-
ing to fads and trends demon-
strated a real concern for function
for the users, with serious archi-
tectural solutions by the Orange
County architects." Honor Awards
were presented to Bissell Archi-
tects for the House of Prayer in
Orange, and to Pulaski and
Arita, Architects for The Ray-

mond Companies Corporate
Headquarters, also in Orange.
Merit Awards went to Dougherty
& Dougherty for their archi-
tectural offices in Newport
Beach; The Blurock Partnership
for the lWater Quality Laboratory
of Southern California's Meuo-
politan'Water District in La
Verne; Ron Yeo, FAIA Architect
for the Hall Studio/Residence in
Aspen, Colorado; Fred M. Briggs,
Architect for Elixir lndustries in
Ontario; Minoru Chen for Pacific
Market Plazain Santa Ana; and
Leason Pomeroy Associates for
the Renaissance Center Business
Park Phase II in Las Vegas,

Nevada. Honorable Mentions
were presented to The Blurock
Partnership; Leason Pomeroy
Associates; Stewart Woodard,
AIA & Associates; John Bates
Associates; Ralph Allen & Part-
ners; Sampieri Associates; and
Bissell Architects. Jurors were
Robert Marquis, FAIA, Sarah
Harkness, FAIA and Doug
Austin, AIA.

HOUSE OF PRAYER' Otange.

Architect: Bissell Architects. Jury
comment: Designed to house some

of the finest human activities-
those of prayer, reflection and

self-renewal-the building seems

to fit the function petfectly' It is at

once simple, undetstated, peaceful,

elegant and appropriately regional,

responding masterfully to its nat'
ural environment. It's an excellent

site plan, with ceremonial spaces

on a formal axis and the individual
retreats strung out on each side in

a less formal manner. The entire

proiect accomplished what it set

out to do, creating an exPerience

of otherness, mystery' ioy, serenity,

hospitality, wonder and Ptaise.

RAYMOND COMPANIES COR.

PORATE HEADQUARTERS,
Otange. Architect: Pulaski and

Arita, Architects. Jury comment:

The iury felt the architect made an

honest and refreshing response to
a challenging problem. Nilhat other'
wise could have been another fac-

tory blighting its environs became

a delight for both user and passer'

by, The iury was impressed with
the appropriate and interesting
use of industrial materials and

bold fotms. The gallery created

a strong entry adding dignity and

excitement to a usually drab and

inhuman building type. The interior
spaces provided a light, airy and

pleasant working environment fot
the employees.
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The Spqnish Vocqbulory in
Contemporq ry Sqnlo Bqrborq

Tur, Crry As DBsrcNEo OnIrcr
By Devro Grnnenn

A question often asked in Santa Barbara is whether adher-
ence to a single architectural image-that of the Spanish and
Mediterranean-has stifled the creativity of architects practicing
there. The question itself implies that, if the architect and client
rvere "free" to do as they wished, the community would ex-
perience an unending proliferation of architectural monuments.
There are, as one would expect, several answers to this question.

The images employed in architecture are always, of necessity,
borrowed images. The borrowing may be of forms far distant in
time, or may be from the latest fashion revealed in our national
or international publications. The sense of borrowing, of having
a point of departure for one's design, should not be thought of
negatively and with regret. By their nature architectural forms
constitute a language, and languages, whether verbal, written or
visual, always have one foot in the past and one in the present.
An architect can seek to place his or her emphasis on the fashion
of the moment, but that fashion in turn has its own past in both
the far and near distance.

The architectural images which we respond to as raditional

are never solely of the past. After all, the sense of history (and
of the artifacts of history) is, in its essential, an abstract idea
which resides in you and I. And such ideas are inherently con-
temporaneous. Our ideological response to traditional images
naturally means that the images must be of the moment. Images
of tradition differ from images of current fashion, in that these
contemporary versions of ffadition openly comment on the past.
The past is used as an idea to comment on the present.

The central thesis of traditionalism is that the task of each
successive generation is to add to whatever the traditional lan-
guage may be. As Ralph Adams Cram, Arthur Meigs and others
pointed out in the 1920s, the obligation of anyone employing a

raditional language is to contribute to ir, to transform it. Lewis
Bowman, one of the knowing traditional architects of the twen-
ties and thirties, remarked on the question of precedence in
architecture: "I am one of those who believes that we shall achieve
the new art by a re-use of the older one. . . .The finest of the old
architecture was modern in its day, but nevertheless, it began
with a deliberate attempt to reproduce , as far as possible, an
older architecture that .u..yo.r. admired at the time.",

Thus, the question of creativity-of the quality of design-is
not a question of current fashion versus traditionalism, rather it
has to do with the excellence of design which an architect realizes.
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Has the architect fully mastered the language of images that he
or she is employing? Has the architect made a contribution to
that language? And finally, has an object been created that we
will respond to as a thing of beauty and delight?

Additionally, in the case of Santa Barbara, what ultimately
counts is the city's sense of its cenral core as lEe designed object.
The architect thus ends up serving two clients: the client as the
sponsor of the specific project, and the community represented
by the appointed design-review bodies. The individual parts
composing a design-the building, its siting and its landscape
architecture-are akin to elements present in the design of a

building, its volumes, surfaces, openings, details, texture and
color. In Santa Barbara, each building and landscape design
must be part of the whole; and ideally, each building has the
potential of being a self-contained monument, a thing of beauty
and delight in itself.

It is generally agreed that during the 1920s Santa Barbara
carried out the ideal of a single imagery-that of the city as the
designed object-with great distinction. One need only mention
such acknowledged examples as El Paseo, the Santa Barbara
County Courthouse, the Arlington Theatre, the Lobero Theate
in citing the successful unity of the city in its adherence to the
Spanish s'lvre 

l:_::_::':.:::.'::':'i:: ls' 

how werr

is this specific Santa Barbara ambience being carried out today?
The interest in the taditional languages of architecture domi-

nares rhe Santa Barbara scene outside of the city's central core
(El Pueblo Viejo District). Although the city of Santa Barbara
and Santa Barbara County are resplendent with officially ap-
pointed, public design-review commissions (dominated, it
should be noted, by practicing architects), adherence to the
Mediterranean image in general is not mandatory. The decision
to employ historic images (today as well as in the past) is made

by clients and their architects. As far as the central core of the
city being a designed entity, there is a general consensus (even

among its critics) that it is coming off quite well. But what about
contemporary additions within the city, and the influence they
have on the architectural cohesiveness of Santa Barbara?

To be candid, the results are mixed for several reasons. Our
present Post Modern period is a fascinating but trying moment
in architecturaVlandscape architecture design. The Modern
language is still the only language reasonably well understood
by the majority of architects. The traditional elements with which
many architects are currently playing are both limited and, above

all, not fully understood as a complete language. The close-to-

universal traditional language presently used by architects is that

of the classical tradition-the very radition upon which the
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(Lrrr) Alice Keck Part IUing,
Sante Batbara Museum of Att.
Architect: Warner and Gray, Inc.
Atchitects. (Top) Kiosk. Architect:
The Seaside Union Architects.
(Asovs) Fess Parker's Red Lion
Inn. Architect: Edyards-Pitman
Architects, AIA.
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Modern movement was ultimately based. The romanticism of
classicism itself, of the extensive tradition of medieval imagery
that has loomed so large on the American scene, is not (as of
yet) a maior ingredient of the Post Modern vocabulary. For
Santa Barbara the limitations of the Post Modern language
are unfortunate, for the essence of sentiment, of charm and of
romance which underlies the city's Andalusian version of the
Spanish is not fully understood, let alone expressed.

In their efforts to familiarize themselves with the atmosphere
of the city's own version of the Spanish, most of the architects
who practice in Santa Barbara have realized the tradition first in
fragments; then slowly have expanded their preceprion into the
design of whole buildings. Yet a handful of realized and pro-
jected designs succeed individually and within the community
due to careful streetscape planning and to the quality of their
landscape architecture.

The design by Paul Gray, AIA of \Warner and Gray for the
addition to the Santa Barbara Museum of Art took as its point
of departure the earlier elegant abstraction of traditionalism
realized by David Adler in his 1919-40 remodeling of the Italian
Renaissance former Post Office Building (Oscar \Tenderoth,
1914). Gray's addition conveys the feeling that the Alice Keck
Park \7ing has, in a most natural fashion, grown out of the older

building. On first glance, the suggestion of continuity seems to
rest with the elegant marble-arched entrance, and the presence
of a traditional cornice and entablature. But the strong sense of
innovative continuity is due even more to Gray's reiteration of a
similar set of classical proportions. Equally important tn Grayb
expression of tradition is the quality of the interior entance
space, and the manner in which he used axes to join the new
wing to the older building. Externally, the new west enrance
court of the museum was thoughtfully tied into the mid-city
block Paseo system.

In the Barcelona Building, Henry Lenny, AIA of Sharpe,
Mahan and Associates dealt with the difficult problem of con-
tributing to the sreetscape, and, at the same time, providing an
on-grade garuge. The solution was an upper terrace reached by a
dramatic stairway. \7hile the atmosphere of classic resraint char-
acterizes the addition to the Santa Barbaru Museum of Art, the
character of the Barcelona Building is that of informal romance
and charm. Certainly the dominant note of the Barcelona
Building is its small tile-domed tower, which (contrary to most
towers built these days) reads well close up from the street, and
also as a new feature in the Santa Barbara skyline.

It may seem strange to mention such a small building as a
parking lot kiosk in the cityscape, yet this specific building type



has an appreciable impact. \X/ith the primacy of the automobile
in our low-density communities, the parking kiosk performs a

function somewhere between a traditional gateway to an
eighteenth-century English country house and a folly which one
might come across in a picturesque garden. Many contemporary
kiosks are visual disasters-in their design, and in what they
contribute, or do not conribute, to the landscape. The Seaside
Union Architects succeeded with the design for a group of
copper-sheathed beachside parking lot kiosks because they
asked the right question; namely, what traditional Mediterranean
building type (or types) could be looked back to as precedent?
Their answer was the type of eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-
century garden kiosks or guard houses which existed in many
Spanish and Mexican cities. These raditional kiosks are not
simply miniaturized replicas of large buildings, but rather are
small self-contained objects, similar to the lanterns one 6nds
atop many Spanish and Mexican domes. \X/ith this general source
in mind, the architects modified, simplified, and then elaborated
on a nev/ form fitting a new utilitarian need.

The increased assurance of Santa Barbara architects in their
perception of the city's traditional Mediterranean language is

evident in the increased number of successful projects which are

now being built and designed. Fess Parkert Red Lion Inn com-

plex located on Cabrillo Boulevard overlooking the city's East
Beach will be the largest single project to be built in downtown
Santa Barbara in recent years. The architects of the project,
Edwards-Pitman Architects, have with seeming ease maneuvered
this large and complex project fully within Santa Barbara's Medi-
terranean tadition. They have achieved this by the way in which
the buildings are broken up to suggest that the complex is a
fragment of a Mediterranean village; in the symbolic nod that
they have made to the circular form of the former Southern
Pacific Railroad Roundhouse (which stood on the site, and was
remodeled in the 1920s to suggest a Spanish bull ring); and in
the design of the landscape that contrasts the intimacy of the
Mediterranean courtyard with the open ambience of California's
own 1920s version of an English park.

The richness of Spaint and Mexico's Moorish (Islamic) in-
heritance is drawn on to create a lavishly tiled garden pavilion
for the Valencia Building designed by Henry Lenny at Sharpe
Mahan and Associates. The sensuousness of the Moorish has

been a part of the Santa Barbara scene from the early 1900s.

George STashington Smith, Lionel H. Pries, Edwards and
Plunkett and other Santa Barbara architects of the 1920s con-
trasted the opulence of the Moorish against the simplicity of the
Andalusian; this same approach is taken by Sharpe, Mahan and

September/October t985 ArchitectureCalifornia 2J

(Lrnr) Fess Parker's Red Lion Inn.
Architect: Edwards-Pitman Archi.
tects, AIA. (Top) State Stteet
Bridge, Designer: Cal Trans,
(Asovp) Red Lion Inn.
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(Buov) Barcelona Building.
Architect: Shatpe, Mahan & Asso-
cietes. (RrcHT) Valencia Building.
Architect: Sharpe, Mahan &
Associates.
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Associates in this recent design. $7hen viewed from the sreet,
the building will have an effect somewhat similar to a Moorisir
fountain that one might come across in Grenada or Seville.

^ Comparable to the large-scaled visual impact of such older
Santa Barbara monuments as the Mission ihurch or the court_
house will be the bridge intended ro carry the Highway 101
Crosstown Freeway over the city's principal ,reet-State Street.
The form of the State Street Bridge will te a powerful visual
element from the upper city, 

"r -.ll as from tle beach area.

From the freeway, the bridge's form should be smong enough to
indicate to the driver that he has anived at the center of th-e
community. The design of the elaborate State Street Bridge and
its companion bridge at Garden Sreet is based upon such an-
cient Spanish bridges as rhose at Salamanca and Merida. The
design of both bridges u/as symparhetically and knowingly car-
ried out by the CalThans designers and engineers in consultation
with the city's Freeway Design Advisory Committee. As is true
with the other new projects, the bridge has the potential of
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SHARPE, MAHAN & ASSOCIATES

becoming a major landmark because its design has added to
(and thence transformed) Santa Barbara's Spanish imagery.

tansformation, "r.nodernization" as it was often referred to
by raditional architects of the 1920s and 19J0s, remains as much
a goal in Santa Barbara today as it was in the past. As the ac-

complished New York architect Francis Keally remarked in
19J0: "It is not necessary to throw away tradition, or to ignore it;
we take suggestions from the past. ..and with this as a nucleus,
develop and design."'

l. John Taylor Boyd, Jr., "Houses of Severe Beauty But Rich in Color and Texrtte," Arts and Dec-

oratiot, tol. !5 (February l9Jl): 27

2. Francis Keally, "Modern Homes of Traditional Lites," Country Lr/e (October 1910): lr.

Dauid Gebbard is an bonorary member of both tbe Santa Barbara Chapter
and the Neu; Mexico Chapter of tbe AlA. He teaches architectaral bistory at
the Uniuersity of California, Santa Barbara, is uice cbairperson of the City of
Santa Barbara Landmark Committee, and is a member of the Montecito Archi-
tectural Reuieu Committee. Formerly he chaired the Santa Barbara Coantl
Boail of Arcbitectural Reuiea and, from 1982 tbrough 1984, uas presideat of
the Society of Architecturul Historians.
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TheJopqnese
lnfluence

ANcrsNr TneortroN aNp CoNrnupoRARy AEsrHnrrcs

By Mrcsarr FReNxrrN Ross. AIA

1rn studying the evolution of Japanese design over a2,600 year

I period, one is impressed by their ability to borrow things
.fforeign and subtly incorporate them into an ancienr radiiion.
Meditate on the face of the Miroku-Bosatsu Buddha of 603
A.D. or analyze the interlocking rectangles of the Katsura De-
tached Palace ofl624, and one is stuck by the attention to detail,
the handling of materials, and the deference of the artist and
architect for the man-made object in its relationship to nature.
These are the intangible forces that moved Charles and Henry
Greene at the turn of the century, that motivated Frank Lloyd
\)Tright in the 1920s, and that continue indirectly to shape the
character of California's architecture and landscape design.

\X/hen invited to explore the influence of one culture or set of
aesthetic principles on another, one is first attracted by the
buildings that visually resemble their antecedents across the
Pacific. This is a case of mistaken identity. Visual imitation does
not imply an understanding of aesthetic ideals. It may in fact, as
is unfortunately so common today, document a person's ability
to borrow the obvious, while missing the essence.

At Columbia University graduate school in the autumn of
1966, our studio master, Romaldo Giurgola, invited his friend
and mentor Lou Kahn to speak to us about design. Kahn asked
us to think about light and shadow He implored us to study the
work of Le Corbusier, but cautioned us to remember that "aes-
thetics come from within," and that when one truly understands
the architecture of Le Corbusier, then his designs will not look
like Corbu's work. This then, is the true meaning of "influence":
to extract the essence and go beyond apparent visual similarity.

Charles and Henry Greene never visited Japan, but they were
avid students of its culture. In 1891 they attended the Vorld's
Columbian Exposition in Chicago and experienced the Ho Ho
Den or Japanese pavilion. Back in Pasadena they collected
examples of Japanese design from theJohn Betz import shop,
and their library contained numerous books on Japanese wood
joinery, furniture and architecture.

Their designs for the Blacker House in 1906 and the extaor-
dinary Gamble House in 1908 are a testament to their sensitivity
to the natural surrounding and in particular to the qualities of
wood as a building material. The interlocking wood members of
the staircase in the Gamble House entry are a masterpiece of
form and material that came from the hearts and minds of the
Greene brothers. \7ere they influenced by Japanese design?
Undoubtedly. But as Randall Mackinson, curator of the Gamble
House, points out, "Influence is a delicate thing, it is an accumu-
lation of life experience." Mack in son's comprehensive study of
the Greene brothers reveals their work to have, "the feel of the
Japanese, but it is not Japanese." The deep overhanging roofs,
the carefully crafted wood joinery, and the interlacing joists and
beams all imply a debt to the Japanese Sukiya style, yet they are
somehow rendered unique in the California bungalow houses of
Charles and Henry Greene.

"Wood is universally beautiful to Man. And yet, among higher
civilizations, the Japanese understood it best." These words,
printed in Architectural Record in May 1928, were written by
Frank Lloyd \X/right as part of his series, "In the Cause of Archi-
tecture." Like Greene and Greene, Wright visited the Japanese
pavilion in Chicago in 1893, but seemed more taken with Japan's
wood block prints than with their architecture. The layering of
two-dimensional planes and bold geomeric patterns had more
impact on \Tright initially than did the Ho Ho Den itself. Unlike
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MARVIN RAND

the Greene brothers, Vright did visit Japan, first in 1913, and
later intermittently during the period from 1915 to1922 to over-
see the construction of the Imperial Hotel.

During this period \0fright unquestionably absorbed a great
deal of traditional Japanese design. From kimono patterns to
wood puzzles and great temples, Vright digested the wonders of
the culture. His own philosophy of organic architecture melded
naturally with traditional Japanese aesthetic principles. The
work that followed in the 1920s in southern California fuses

Wright's own creative juices with his experiences in Japan and
his visits to Mexico.

The textured concrete block of the Ennis House inl924 and
the Millard House inl923 often are said to be Mayan influenced.
But one can see in the Hollyhock House, for Aline Barnsdall in
1920, the large horizontal flat planes accented by geometric
ornamentation that are direct descendents of the Imperial Hotel,
and recall the flat white walls of Japanese villas with intricate
wood joinery running along the edges.

The interlocking rectangular spaces of \X/right's Samuel
Freeman House, and the use of layering spaces from interior to
exterior, are fundamental to traditional Japanese residential
architecture and could not have escaped Wright's sensitive eye.

Once again as Kahn reminded us, the aesthetic comes from
within, but the influence of six or seven year's exposure to Japan-
ese culture cannot be denied.

To build in harmony with nature and to respect the elements
of nature are Japanese concepts that have left their mark on
certain buildings and landscapes of contemporary California.
These ancient taditions can be experienced, for example, in the

oz

z
=

(Opposrrr Pacr) Imperial Villa:
Katsure. Kyoto, Japan, 1624. Re-
ptinted courtesy of Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, fuom Archi
tectute; Form, Space and Orde4
Francis D.K. Ching, 1979. (Asovr)
Gamble House, Pasadena. Archi-
tect: Gleene and Greene.
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JULIUS SHULMAN

landscaped roof deck of the New Otani Hotel in Los Angeles.
An oasis in the sky, the trickling waterfall and gentle foot paths
transport the visitor through time to the serene gardens of
Kyoto. Designed by Allen Fong & Associares, who worked closely
with the architect, Kan Morimoto, AIA of Kajima Associates,
the garden exhibits a sensitivity to natural materials, to stone,
water and flora that brings us closer to the essence ofJapanese
landscape design.

Another example can be seen in the CETUS projects by Marc
Theib and Carducci,/Herman for a 1930s-style indusrial building
in Emeryville across the bay from San Francisco. This high-tech
Japanese landscape fuses architecrure and garden in two land-
scaped courtyards on the fifth floor of a bio-engineering labora-
tory. The designers describe their intent as a "gradient of features
and feelings from formal to semi-formal to informal." In Japanese
it is called Shin-Gyo-Go. Both Marc Theib and Ron Herman are
deeply rooted in the Japanese landscape. Having lived and
studied in Japan, theh Guide to tbe Gardens of Kyoto is one of
the most s..rritiu., comprehensive reviews of kyoto's landscape
architecture available in the English language. This knowledge
becomes an integral part of their design process.

The influence of Japanese design on California architecture
and landscape design has continued through the 1960s and 1970s
to the present, but the pendulum of borrowing and refining is
shifting its swing. In the first half of the rwentieth century, the
Japanese borrowed elements of modern architecture from the
S7est, while America and Europe marveled at traditional designs
from the East. In the second half of the century, the West has
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(Opposrrr Pacr) Samuel Freeman

Residence, Los Angeles, Architect:
Frank Lloyd Wright. (Asovp)
New Otani Hotel, Los Angeles'
Landscape: Allen Fong & Associ'
ates, Architect: Kajimi Associates.
(Bsrov) CETUS Executive Coutt,
Emerlwille. Landscape: Carducci-
Herman/Marc Tteib,
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(Anovr) Iilacoal Media Center,
Tokyo, Japan. Architect: Fumihiko
Maki t Associates. (Brrov) Los
Angeles Museum of Contemporary
Art. Architect: Arata Isozaki.

been learning from Japan's contemporary masters as v/ell.
During the sixties and seventies Kenzo Thnge visited America.

He taught at M.LT. and the University of California, Berkeley,
while designing complexes for Baltimore's Inner Harbor and for
San Franciscob Yerba Buena Center. In recent years the next
generation ofJapanese architects has had an even greater in-
fluence on California. Arata Isozaki's design for the Los Angeles
Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) is nearing completion
in Bunker Hill, and Fumihiko Maki was second only to Richard
Meier in the selection of an architect for the new $100 million J.
Paul Getty Museum in Santa Monica. Both Maki and Isozaki
are among the architects short-listed for the proposed cultural
center in the Yerba Buena Gardens in San Francisco.

\X/hile Maki has yet to build in this country, the influence of
both architects can be felt here in California. An exhibition of
their work shown atJapan House in New York during May and
June of this year is planned to exhibit at MOCA in Los Angeles
in 1986. Called "New Public Architecture: Recent Projects by
Fumihiko Maki and Arata Isozaki," the exhibition documents
the cument designs of two of the most creative interpreters of
contemporary aesthetics. Both Isozaki and Maki have taken the
raditional Japanese grid and massaged it to reflect their own
versions of updated classicism. As their work becomes better
known to architects here, there is no doubt that the cross fertili-
zation of aesthetic ideas will continue around the Pacific Rim to
be reflected in future California architecture.

Michael Frunklin Ross, AIA is a pincipal at Ross/.Vou lnternational in Santa

Monica and Hoilston.
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lnleruiew:
Dqniel lhrorsky
FAIA

*il f, the nidst of tbe framed design auards

tbat forn a backdrop to Dan Dworsky\

desk is a photograph of a aarsity football
playe4 still air-borne from catcbing a pass,

aboat to be suarmed by bis opponents.

Since Dan left the gridircn for the drafting

room, be bas tackled an ambitious game-

plan, deuehping a one-man office in Los

Angeles into a 7}-person firm responsible for designing many

significant stractues in soatbern California. Dan is still a team

player 'Vben Duorsky Associates receiued tbe Firm of the Year

Award from tbe California Council, Tbe American lnstitute of
Architects earlier tbis yea4 all the associates sbared tbe limelight:

Bruce Sellery, AIA; Natbanial Abrahms, AIA; lames Bonar, FAIA;

Allan Dietel, AIA; Robert Leuine, AIA; Robert Neuson, AIA;
Robert Rosenberg AIA; Gregory Setao, AIA; Kennetb Stein,

AIA;'Vantland Smith, AlA, CE; Jorge Soto del Barco, AIA; and

Frank'Vebb, AlA. In tbis interaieu, Dan Dworksy, FAIA reflects

on tbe euolution of Dutorsky Associates, and on the cballenges

inherent in managing a diuerse group of ueatiue professionals.

Deep Vell:
". ., it gave me something substantial to get
my practice on its feet,"

You began at the University of Michigan as an athlete, then
switched to architecture. How did that affect yout approach to
architecture?

Athletics has influenced my thoughts about architecture.
Athletic movement has a purity of composition, an efficiency of
movement that is not cluttered with exraneous involvement. In
all the arts, quality work has that clean order. It's easy to confuse
compositions with extraneous thoughts, extraneous material.

I stumbled into the field of architecture accidentally, without
any preconceived attitudes toward the Modern movement. I
became enamored with what was presented in the Modern
movement. I remember visiting Mies van der Rohe's work in
Chicago :r;,1949. There was a freshness and a quality of detailing
about the work that was exciting. I also was influenced by Le
Corbusier, Alvar Aalto and others who were more unresffained
and flexible in the way they dealt with space and form. So I did
not follow a specific guru.

How did you begin your ptactice?

John Entenza, editor of the original Arts €r Arcbitecture, rec-
ommended that I talk to Raphael Soriano about a position. I
learned 

^ 
gre t deal from Soriano, especially about restraint and

preciseness of form and detail. He used that word "precise" a

great deal. It was a great experience working with him and
attempting to understand his philosophic approach. Then I
worked with Biil Pereira and Charles Luckman, and that gave
me good background as to what the large office practice of
architecture is all about.

I started my own practice very early and on a very small scale,
by the seat of my pants, without any great understanding of
its potential complexity. Times were easier then. You could have
a handshake and start a project without long agreements formu-
lated by lawyers, without insurance brokers and tax problems. I
don't think many architects today could begin a practice the way
I did, renting minimum desk space in an existing architectural
office and doing miscellaneous small jobs. Fortunately, early in
practice I obtained a commission for the Deep Weil Inn Res-

taurant in Palm Springs from a client for whom I was remodeling
a dressing room-not a whole bathroom, just a dressing room. I
spent a year on this project and it won an AIA award. I look
back at that year as one of the most exciting in my career. That
experience gave me someting substantial to get the practice on
its feet.

My practice started to gain momentum during the mid-fifties
when there was a ffemendous housing boom in southern Cali
fornia. I gained an understanding of the practicalities in the
construction industry and the realities of an architectural prac-
tice during the period when I worked with various builders.
This work gave the office its first financial suength and allowed
it to expand beyond housing. \7e gradually were commissioned
for small commercial and institutional projects, building the
foundation for the diversified practice we have today. In the
early 1960s, we had the opportunity to design the Crisler Arena
at the University of Michigan, a 14,000 seat, multipurpose facility
that led to other institutional clients, such as UCLA and the
California State University system.

!7e proceeded into projects that'were more complex in pro-
gram and larger in scope. During the 1970s, 'we participated in
the design of three government centers. The first was the Ventura
County Government Center, a very large complex we designed
in association with John Carl l7arnecke. That was a major step
for us and put us into a league to compete with the larger 6rms
for significant work.

Much of our current work stems from our hard-earned rep-
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Deep Well lnn Restouront, Polm Springs, 1954.
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Crisler Areno, University o{ Michigon, 1968.

Steven Wise Temple,

Breo Civic ond Culturol Center, Breo, 1981.

Venluro Counly Governmenl Center, Venturo, 1980.
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utation for handling large, complex projects and producing
the client's desired fesults. 1We built a team of skilled associates

who can manage the various aspects of our assignments. \fe
have utilized computers as a management tool and for word
processing for a number of years, and now have computerized
in-house design and drafting capability. These factors give us

strength to pursue work of a meaningful size needed to support
the kind of operation and staff size we maintain. tWe seek, and
fortunately have attracted, sophisticated clients with whom we
share mutual goals to provide architecture.

Vhat qualities do you look for when tecruiting fot yout fitm?

$7e look fot individuals with strong raining in universities
as well as experience in qualified firms.I7e review their portfolio
and interview extensively to determine the quality of the total
person, including the skills needed for draftsmanship. \J0e also

look for personality and character. Y/e want to reinforce the
qualities that we currently have in our ofifice. It is important to
have nice people who are willing to assist one another, who are
not too egotistical about their efforts and are willing to co-
operate in producing a team effort product.

Everyone who is an associate has risen from within the firm to
that level. Top-level management has to be intelligent, able to
think clearly under pressure. They have to work well with people,
manage the distribution of tasks to a group of people. They
have to be able to communicate, relate to clients well and handle
delicate situations with tact and care. It is important that they
be thorough because the field is so detail oriented. They also
have to share the goals of the firm.

Our philosophy is that we always seek to do outstanding
work, meaningfr:l work. The design for each project emanates
from the specific issues that we are dealing with. We try to make
something special out of every project that we do, rather than
repeat that which we have done before.

Vhat is the biggest challenge you have encountered as your
6rm evolved into its current size?

Coordinating the work of a number of people, maintaining
our initial goals, and maintaining the quality of the work. Deal-
ing with all the personalities and all the special needs of the
individuals in the firm is a challenge. Each person, especially a

designer, has his or her own personal goals. There has to be a

focusing of the personal and the firm's goals, hopefully in the
same direction, so that both can be satisfied simultaneously.

A designer 'fr/ants to have total control of the work that he or
she is working on. \Tithin an organization you have to make
certain compromises to suit the goals and desires of others,
including me. On the other hand, it's tough to practice archi-
tecture as an individual. Any project of significant size has to be
produced by teams of technicians and designers who have to
cooperate and coordinate their efforts. Every architect interested
in producing a significant building has to learn how to work
with a team. Our office is subdivided into teams assigned to
each project, who follow that work from schematics through
construction under a project director and supported by a project
designer and a project architect.

How has the growth of your firm affected your personal pursuit
of architectute?

It creates stressful pressure that I face daily: how to allocate
my time relating to design, to the business and the legal aspects

of the practice, to personnel issues, recruitment, personal proj-
ects, business development.
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(Above) Jerry Lewis Neuromusculor Reseorch Center, UCLA, 1979. (8elow) Theotre Arts Building, Domingus Hills, l97Z
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{Above}Von Nuys Municipol Courts Building, Von Nuys, 1985. (Below) Federol Reserve Bonk ol Son Froncisco, los Angeles Bronch, 1985.
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I still involve myself in a number of aspects of the office,
especially in the design area. !7e have a staff ofvery capable
associates and other technical professional people, so I delegate
responsibility to skilled individuals who have gone beyond my
expertise in many areas. I am not sure I personally could provide
the total services that are necessary on any one project at the
present time. But I am involved to some degree with every design.

Have yout approach to design and your understanding of archi-
tecture changed as your firm developed?

Members of the firm are constantly debating design issues.
Through the years, we have had a number of very talented
people in the office who have conributed to the ongoing design
dialogue. Frankly, the fact that we have respected their ideas

and have absorbed and developed some of these thoughts and
attitudes, has created a growth factor within the firm, so that w-e

have kept up with the evolution of design thinking. I owe a great
deal of gratitude to the individuals who have contributed to the
quality of our work and have stimulated my own thinking.

At the Monterey Design Confetence, you mentioned that design
influences are changing your apptoach. Are you flirting with
Post Modernism?

There are architects who have been much more experimental
than we have in the past. \7e get stimulation from people like

James Sterling who are creating architecture that relates not only
to sadsrying the immediate functions, but also to the history and
spirit of a particular project, program or client. Today we are
looking more for statements that inspire people, excite people
and create stimulating experiences.

Our Federal Reserve Bank is an example of that. We searched
for an approach that would not only just satisfu the very de-
manding functional requirements for the bank, but would also

recognize the spirit and tradition of the Federal Reserve Bank
institution. I don't believe this building is literally in the Post
Modern camp. But I think the Post Modern movement has

stimulated all architects to re-evaluate and incorporate the les-

sons of history in their current u/ork.

Are you moving mote toward decotation?

In a very restrained way. Soriano was absolutely against any
decoration and felt that a building had to retain its purity. It
satisfied functions and, in a sense, became decorative as a flower
is decorative. But a flower is totally functional in its decorative
aspects. I still believe in that.

On the other hand, a certain amount of decoration is part of
the human spirit and, if used in a restrained way, decoration can
enhance a piece of architecture. Meaningful decoration is so

difficult to achieve that it is my tendenry not to decorate unless
I can find a delicate balance. You can easily become too decora-
tive, and a building loses its impact, becoming too faddish and
stylish. Quite a bit of the Post Modern has a cartoonish qualiry.
I think the architects who are doing that sort of work will regret
it in time. Good architecture is still very subtle.

Vhat changes do you anticipate in your practice in the next ten
years?

I don't see us growing tremendously. I would like to maintain
a slow, steady growth, but be able to concentrate on projects
that offer opportunities and, at the same time, are difficult and
require the time and quality service we want to provide-proiects
that have significant impact to the lives of people.

Angelus Plozo, Bunker Hill, Los Angeles, 1982.

Northrop Electronics Heodquorters Complex, Howthorne,
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"Every architect intercsted in producing a signifrcant building
has to leam how to work with a team."
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managef?
The secret of a successful architectural
practice is combining good design with
good financial management. Unfortu-
nately, many design firm principals find
themselves stretched thin trying to do

both-and not doing their be$ at either.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. can

help-with CFMS, the most compre-
hensive, fu lly integrated computer-
based financial management system for
architectural firms. CFMS was created

by, and specifically for, design profes-

sionals, and is sponsored by the Ameri-
can Institute of Architects.

*CFMS 
is a Registered Trademark jointl,v owned by Harper

and Shuman, Inc. and the American Institute of tuchitects

Service Corporation.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. has over 10

years of experience working with more

than 400 design firms throughout the

United States andCanada. The CFMS

package has been designed as an inte-

Harper and Shuman
and cFllss

grated system that will provide for all
the financial management needs of
design firm practice-in proiect cost

control as well as general accounting.

CFMS is supported through com-
prehensive documentation, systems

design and custom programming. 0n-
site consultation, in-house seminars,

classroom training sessions and phone-

in consultation are available from
Harper and Shuman's $aff of skilled

financial management specialists.

Whether your firm is large or small,

Harper and Shuman has the right prod-

uct and service options t0 meet your

needs-from MICR0/CFMS software for
operating on in-house microcomputers

like the IBM PC or DEC Rainbow, to

CFMS software for DEC VAX or Prime.

0r, use our low cost timesharing ser-

vices as an eo$y way to get started.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. can help
with the financial management-
the good design is up to you!

Call us today for more information.

Harper and Shuman Inc.
58 Moulton Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

617 / 492-4410

625 Third Street

San Francisco, California 94107

415/543-5886
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Coupurrns

The Cqse for Minicomputers

CuoosrNc rur, Rrcnr SvsrEu
By Cnanres L. Arwooo, AIA
auo KBN Hpnoro

Most architects know computerization
is important. The question they face is
what kind of system to purchase. Finding
the most appropriate computer system at
the best price can be difficult. Firms new
to CADD technology are faced with
deciding between a single-user personal
computer (PC) system or jumping directly
into an integrated minicomputer system.
Deciding solely on cost may be an ex-
pensive mistake.

Conventional wisdom often dictates
that firms with fewer than ten employees
should purchase a PC-based system,
while larger firms should purchase a

multi-user system. A complete PC-based
system for architects can be purchased
for $15,000. The larger systems start in
the tens of thousands of dollars and some
sell for as much as a quarter- to a half-
million dollars. But firm size and price
aren't the only factors you should con-
sider when automating for your of6ce.

The computer's memory, speed, ability to
network, and expansion capability may
be more critical when finding a system
that complements the way you work.

Tsr PC Pnorrrn

PCs are single-user dedicated systems
with a wide range of software choices for
drafting, word processing, and accounting
applications that aid in capitalizing on
the computer investment. They are small
desk-top units which don't require mas-
sive outlays of capital and are generally
easy to use. Most PCs are menu-driven,
meaning you are given easy-to-understand
choices from which to select your next
action. They require very little mainten-
ance. In firms with small projects, where
one person is responsible for many dif-
ferent phases of a given design, a PC
may meet those needs admirably.

But PCs are limited in capacity and
flexibility. PC storage is measured in
thousands of bits (Kbs), such as256Kb
memory. A sophisticated project can
take as much as 2 million bytes (mb or
megabytes) of memory. If your memory
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MU
Much More Than l,Iu,sic !
Muzak offers its unique enuironmental music . . .

plus the resources, equipment and experience to design and install
a uariety of efficient communications systems like these:

Sound Masking. Specially and uniquely Intercom.
designed for landscaped, rr* rlT^:[:.:?:^T^- fre_Recorded Message
and situations requiring privacy of communication SiStenS.
Emergency Evacuation. To provide

evacuation messages and signalling alerts for
preventing panic, insuring safety and traffic

control,

Surveillanc€. For sophisticated surveil-
lance and safety tkough sound monitoring and

closed circuit television.

Voice Paging.

Functional Music Systems. era
psychologically-planned "stimulus progression"

prograrns for environmental conditioning.

Public Address. For all types of an-

nouncements and public service messages, group
training and on-site promotions.

Busy Phone Lines. Muzak Music to

reassure callers, let them know they are still
connected. An important communication link.

Muzak.
A Unit of Westinghouse Broadcasting and

Cable Inc.
San Francisco (415) 871-1900
Los Angeles (213) 385-i075
Sacramento (800) 223-6197

GROI.'P

\\'
Muar s a rcOnered nadsmail.nd sa(r.hdr
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is overloaded the system stops, refusing
to take any more commands until you
have created space in the memory. This
may limit the complexity of your draw-
ings or force you to partition your data
in an unnatural way, making it awkward
to use. In most PCs the storage is used
for the operating system, the application
program, and the data currently being
used. There is not much room left for
libraries of components you use frequently.

PCs generally are discrete individual
units and do not provide data manage-
ment or communications capabilities
necessary to share information effectively
between disciplines. They don't have
the ability to communicate with other
users in the office in a secure or trans-
parent way. A larger system allows the
users to communicate with as little effort
as typing the name of the receiver of the
message. There can be communication
between PC users, but it can be very
complicated. On some PCs files can be
transferred, but not shared concurrently.
Expansion of the system offers no cost
incentives. Since expensive hardware
cannot be shared, users must purchase a

complete system for each workstation.
On a larger system the cost per user goes
down significantly when hardware re-
sources-such as central processing units
(CPUs), plotters and printers-are shared.

Dere Besr MaNacs^,InNr
AND INTEGRATION

A major difference between PCs and
minicomputer-based systems is the data-
base management system (DBMS) that
applications share. Having a sophisticated
management system gives users access to
security features that protect their data
and ensure data integrity and independence.

The method by which you retrieve and
store your data relates directly to your
efficiency on the system. Larger systems
have more powerful database manage-
ment systems. There are several types of
DBMSs on the market. A relational data-
base system is the easiest to use and offers
more flexibility to manipulate your data.
It requires you to specify only what you
want done, not how to do it or where
your data is stored, as in other types of
DBMS. A programmer is not required to
find your data. A relational DBMS assists
in "normalizing" your data, storing it in
logical manner. The DBMS also is a major
factor in determining whether the system
is integrated.

Integration allows you to share data
between various physical locations, be-
tween disciplines and between individuals
within a discipline, and gives you the
ability to manage complex pieces of in-

,
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formation over time. Although DBMSs
exist in some PCs, those which will pro-
vide a high degree of integration are
available only on larger systems. It is
difficult to find a high degree of inte-
gration in PCs because their sofrware is
developed by separate companies using
different languages and storage sructure.
The PC software packages do not com-
municate with each other directly. Moving
data between the packages, such as be-
tween your graphics program and your
accounting software, can be cumbersome.

The speed of the system (measured in
MIPS-millions of instructions per
second) determines the rate at which
your commands are processed. S0ith
higher speed your productivity will in-
crease. S0ith lower speed you will find
users sitting at their terminals waiting for
the system to redraw an image or change
a viewpoint. Slow reponse time will frus-
trate users.

Ancnrtscrs' Sprcral Nsros

The capabilities of larger computer
systems mirror the organization of multi-
disciplinary firms. Such firms deal with
projects in many different locations and
provide services in several professional
areas. Their computer systems must be
able to manage these complex informa-
tion needs.

A minicomputer system consists of a

CPU which is connected to several ter-
minals along with a plotter and a printer.
Minicomputer systems allow multiple
users concurrent access to the same or
multiple CPU and to share data. They
usually have a large database that allows
you to store data over time and to use
more sophisticated applications software.

Larger systems support the ability to
create, store and use complex design
components on the computer. compo-
nents are designs which you use frequently,
such as windows, doors, or furniture. You
can store these components in a library
and call them up from one project to the
next. A large component library gives
you greater efficiency in CADD usage.
Most larger computer systems have enough
storage to keep a component library
accessible at all times. If you have ele-
ments which you use frequently in your
work, such as a particular type of chair,
the storage capability is critical. Net-
working ability allows you to share a

single copy of the component.
Minicomputers also offer better graph-

ics with high resolution and a large pal-
ette of colors. Sophisticated color graph-
ics display terminals that are easy to use
offer great potential for architects, and
interiors and graphic designers. The sys-

AA&C HAS A
SPECIAL MACHINE

TO PAY YOUR CLAIMS

Terri Serrato, CCAIA

IT'S CALLED A PERSON!
AA&C's claims service features "real people" who
" care" - a lot. Files are kept by family name, not a
number, and claims are processed within 48 hours
of receipt by AA&C. All of our analysts have been
trained in-house because those who had outside
experience couldn't give the personalized, caring
service that our clients demand. Each analyst tries
to find ways to "pay" claims, not to deny them,
which is why 99.5%o of the CCAIA claims are paid
vs. the normal 90%0.

For further information, please contact the CCAIA
Group Insurance Service Organtzation:

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
19000 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 500

Irvine, California 92715

17L4l 833-0673 Collect
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM & LOAD
CALCULATIONS FOR MULTI FAMILY
DWELLlNegron SISQ erus 

SZ 
pERUNT.

OUR COMPLE]ION TIME ON MOST PROJECTS IS 48 HOURS. WE SINCERELY BEI.IEVE NOBODY CAN OFFER
ABEIIER PRICE OR DETIVERY TIME.

exor.rr (243) 455-2386
ALAN ENGINEERINo
20664 Collon Drive . Topongo, Colifornlo 90290

3 Million Lbs. of Dead Load Eliminated
. . . . by Using Perlite Cement Plaster

Using perlite aggregate instead of sand reduces portland cement
plaster weight 6 pounds per square foot.

Code approved, lightweight PERMALITE brand perlite-cement plaster
basecoats weigh less than 4 pounds a square foot. ldeal substrate
for stucco, ceramic tile, masonry veneers and synthetic coatings.

For further information and suggested soecifications , contact
our home office REDCO l! !lB3l Vose St. No. Holtywood,
CA 9l 605 or telephone (213) 875-O44O
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tem in our office offers graphics of such
high resolution that we do broadcast-
quality animations of our designs on the
computer. \7e record the animation work
with a videotape camera and it becomes
a very sophisticated marketing tool. This
is only possible with sofrware that is fully
three-dimensional and that is generally
available only on larger systems. PCs
offer what may most accurately be called
"rwo-and-half-" dimensional views. They
will allow you to draw in perspective, but
don't allow you to truly manipulate and
study your data from every angle.

The need to communicate with pro-
fessionals in other disciplines is critical to
architects. Buildings are designed and
constructed by teams of people with
various backgrounds. \(hen their work is
done on a computer, they need to be
able to communicate that work between
themselves and their clients. To make full,
efficient use of the computer, they also
need to be able to create components
and use them frequently, over time. This
requires a memory large enough to store
and retrieve the components. Architects
work in lD. Their computers need full
3D graphics capability. They need flexi-
bility in their system, so they can adapt
hardware and sofrware to fit their own
distinctive way of working. Also critical
are low cost and ease of use.

Many larger systems offer the same
ease of use for which PCs are famous.
They come complete with menus, often
right on the screen for ease of use. But
they also offer use of command language
which allows you to create complex pro-
cedures for the specialized work you do.
Our firm does many atriums. One of our
users created a procedure that analyzes
the amount of light hitting each spot on
the floor during aD aver^ge day. The re-
sulting study aids in selecting plants that
will survive easily in that environment as
well as the best kind of materials to use.
This kind of custom procedure is avail-
able only in a system that allows you srep
around a rigid menu.

You have a wide range of choice of
plotters with a minicomputer system.
There are currently a large number of
plotters available that will create pre-
sentation-quality drawings on a wide va-
riety of paper and film. Although you
have many choices in plotters for the
PCs, plotting takes considerably longer.

Tsr Raprory CHeNcrNc Manxrr

A major drawback to a larger system is
the cost. But with the new supermini-
computer being introduced the cost is
coming down drastically. A year ago you
had to pay as much as $300,000 for a
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l'roiect: Rio Uista ()fficc ltuildinA
San l)iego. California

,\rchitcct :'l'r lcr llolnres- I'ccknran. ln(.
(i)nsulting Engincer: Horst llcr{rr I)artncrs

l'hoto{raphtr: l'aul G. Ilcsrrick

Free Your
Imagination
with Vestar"=
Architectural
Fabrics

Sculptural, free-form shapes possi-
ble with Vestar Architectural Fabrics
provide a new dimension in design
freedom. Vestar Architectural Fabrics

construction material.

Explore the dramatic potential of Vestar
fuchitectural Fabrics. Call Enol Foster-
Davis at (415) 490-9302.

looE_
4291 Communications Drivei Norcross. Georgia 30093i(404) 923 -3818i Telex: 757031
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LIFETILE'
.il"

colonr
r Hlghest quallty
r Hnest servlce
Fire safe, high clensity
extruded concrete
roof ing tile

ofi6
available no\il...
updatecl Technical
Bulletins.

Rialto, CA 92376 . 7141822-4407
Fremont, CA 94538 .4151657-0414

Stockton, CA 95209 . 209/463-2488
San Antonio, TXn221 o 5121626-2771
Lake Wales, fL 33859-0632 . 813/66ili)29

:\J
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sophisticated 3D system. One hardware
vendor has introduced a superminicom-
puter which will support up to eight
users for under $30,000. \Vhen terminals,
plotters, and software are added, the
price per user can be as low as $28,000.

The computer industry changes rapidly.
The limitations facing PCs now may be
moot points next year. PCs are getting
more powerful; minicomputers are get-
ting smaller and less expensive. In the
middle are the new single-user work-
stations. Just introduced to the market,
they are virtual memory machines with
the speed and ability of a larger multi-
user system without the hardware con-
straints of the PC. A virtual memory
system allows applications to adjust to
the size of the project at hand, even if the
work is larger than the physical limits of
memory. A multi-user system also allows
execution of rwo actions simultaneouslv
with your data, such as working on u ,r.*
version of a drawing while the more recent
one is being plotted. The data is not tied
up for the entire time it is being formated
for the plotter.

Virtual memory systems are small
and can be used in any environment
without special air conditioning. Their
cost is still double that of a PC, but it is
one-fourth of most multi-user systems.
They don't have the ability to network,
and expansion of the system requires a
new CPU for each user. Also new on the
market are small multi-user virtual mem-
ory CPUs. They have all the strong points
of the larger machines and are desk-top
size. Expansion of the system requires
purchase of a terminal only, since users
share the CPU.

\Mhen you purchase a system you are
investing money and time. It takes time
to become proficient on any system and
time to enter data. Sofrware and hardware
are expensive. If you purchase a system
that is unworkable, you may have lost
valuable time and money. The decision
on the type of system should be based on
the long-term goals of your firm. A bad
short-term decision can increase the long-
term cost drastically.

A firm of one person not planning to
expand is a good candidate for a PC-
based system. But a larger group with a

goal of, say, four workstations to be used
between disciplines, may find that initial
purchase of a temporary system will cost
more in the long run when that system
proves inadequate.

Charles L. Atwood, AIA is president, and architect
Ken Hercld is director of marketing professional
design systems /or HOK/CSC, 4 conpurer softuare,
hardaare, consulting and seruice network in St.

Louis, Missouri.

GLASSIFIED
Arch itectu re Cal i f o rn i a now accepts
Classified Advertisements for po-
sitions available, positions wanted,
services, business opportunities
and miscellaneous.
Rates: 800 per word, $40 minimum.
Payment must accompany the clas-
sified ad copy.
Address all ad orders to Classified
Ad Departmenl, Architecture Cali-
fornia, 1303 J Street, Suite 200.
Sacramento, California 95814.

Phone: (916)448-9082.

Position Available

Land Studio, a San Diego landscape archi-
tecture and urban design office is looking
for a creative production drafting manager.
This position would be appropriate for
someone interested in developing new and
unusual architectonic landscape solutions.
Five years experience in landscape and
architectural contract document drafting
required. Send resume to Wendy Niwa,
Land Studio, 1047 Robinson Avenue, San
Diego, CA 92103.

Alan Engineering

Alumax

Association Administrators
& Consultants

Atkinson Brick Co.

Blomberg Window Systems

Engineered Components lncorporated
Elk Boofing Products

Heath Ceramics lnc.

Harper and Shuman lnc.

Higgins Brick
lnsulated Panel Systems lnc.

La Habra Stucco
Lifetile Corporation
Masonry lnstitute
Minton Company

Muzak

ODC lnc.

Pacific Bell

Professional Practice Brokers

Bed Cedar Shingle &
Handsplit Shake Bureau

Redco

Suncrete Rooftile
Whittaker Photography

Willamette lndustries lnc.
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MISSION TERRA COTTA*
A gracetul link between earth and sky. Dramatic as

the natural arches of the Southwestern desert. Rornantic :

as the early Spanish missions.

SunCrete's Mission Tena Cotta replicates the beauty and
insulating characteristics o{ the historic baked'earth . .

mission tiles at a fraction of theircost. . r:SunCrete Rooftile
72-310 Varner Road
PO. Box 518
Thousand Palms, CA9ZZT6
Telephone (61 9) 343-3444
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The face belongs to our unique Rockwall'" factory-
insulated steel panel with an exterior coating of
aggregate stone.

And it's just one of many energy-saving choices
you have when you build with IPS panelsy5tems.
Choices that range up to "R" value's as higih as 38.
ln roof, wall and interior panels with factory foamed
polyurethane insulation in thicknesses d

ot 1?zlo5 inches. M
- Any one of our complete range

of panel systems can cut your
energy cr\.ts. And look good doing it.

The IPS SSP standhg seam roof
panel, for example, is the ultimate in
commercial roof design. No through-
the-roof fasteners are"used, the

seams are high above run-off, and installation
is simple.

Our EWP exterior wall panel with hidden clips
gives a building a contemporary look by making
maximum use of shadows and flat surfaces to create
a custom wall effect. And you can use our RWP panel,
which has a more conventional ribbed profile, both as

a wall panel and as a roof panel.
On the inside of vour buildino. our

interior partition pandls will let yo['
separate air conditioned offices from
manufacturing space. Or cold storage
areas f rom noncritical temperature aieas

Save your energy. Give us a call or
drop us a line for more details on the full
line of IPS factory-insulated steel panels.

lnsulated Panel
PO. Box

Systems, lnc.
650189

Houston, Texas 77065-0'1 89
713l896-8700
Telex 763-246
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This great stone face



BRICK"

siness nlre in the heort of Arizono

For more than 45 years, Atkinson Brick Company has worked with the idea
of continually improving the quality of both our materials and service. Today,
imaginative architects and commercial contractors recognize the specia!
advantages that our high strength, kiln.fired TRUEBRICK veneer adds to their
new designs and structures. The building industry has lound our TRUEBRICK
veneer a valuable and economical partner in translating creative ideas into
innovative architectura! works ol art.

TRUEBRICK veneer is manufactured to a ful! 2 112" x I 1/8" x 112" -
making il the largest standard size brick veneer surface on the market. Because
TRUEBRICK is larger, you can cover more area with lewer brick in less time.

own9l:
The Lohr Componies
qrchlteclurql lirm:
Kowolski-Hording &
Associotes, lnc.

lqndscqp€ orchilect:
Richord Emik
Associotes, L-tc.

slruclurql engineer:
Robin E. Porke
Associotes, lnc.
mosonry conlroclor:
B.C. Mosonry, Phoenix
mqsonry mqnutqclurer:
Atkinson Brick Compony
mqsonry suppller:
Moson Mort
generol conlrqclor:
The Koll Contruction
Compony, Phoenix

photos:
Corlos von Fronkenberg
Julius Shulmon Associotes

13633 South Central Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90059
Telephone: (21 3) 638-851 4,
(213) 636-9846
SALES LIMITED TO
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

tkinson Brick Co.
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With our wall, you get
options.

LA HABRA WAI].IL
provides strength and
workability on a vari-
ety of substrates, like
plywood, fiberboard,
gypsum sheathing, or
foam insulation
board.

LA HABRAItrAI]-L
is a one-coat, fiber-
reinforced cement
plaster that can be
gun- or hand-applied

Of course, you get La
H ab ra's q u al ity, rel i a-
bility and durability.

Lollabes
6tucco

[t

Sales Office
1631 W. Lincoln Avenue

P.O. Box 3700
Anaheim, CA92803

714/774-1186
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LanCscape

Poetic Use of Tile

Collaboration of
Landscape Architect
and Heatii

I

Cllyscape

HEATH Ceramlcs, lnc
400 Gate 5 Road . Sausalito, Californ ia 94965 . (41 $ 332 37 32
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Etk
introduces a
new ndard of

ence
rn
arl,and
SCENCE
of roofing.

The art.
Prestique@ Plus. Behold its exceptional
beauty. Notice how the subtle, random varia-
tions in depth and thickness play with light
and shadow like no
other shingle; how they
weave texture and
dimension reminiscent
of more expensive, but
Iess durable, alter-
natives. Andjust
imagine how Prestique
Plus can enhance both
the appearance and
value of virtually any structure, from the
finest, custom homes to the most prestigious
office parks. Yet it's not just the beauty that's
impressive. It's also the technology behind
PrestiquePlus.

The science.
h.estigueo Plus. Designed like no other
shingle. Its vital layers of fiberglass and
asphalt are coated with weather resistant
granules not just on the top,
but also on the bottom
for extra thickness
And therein lies the
true beauty of
Prestique Plus. It not
only looks better than
ordinary shingles, it
handles easier and
protects better against
weathering and aging, as weII.
So much better, in fact, that EIk backs
Prestique PIus with a Limited 3O Plus 10
Year Warranty - alonger, more
comprehensive warranty than that
offered by any other fiberglass, organic or
wood shingle on the market. Plus, it's U.L.
Class "A" rated for fire resistance. And when
you consider that, along with its exceptional
beauty, it's easy to see why new Prestique PIus
is the standard by which all other premium
shingles wil-l soonbe judged.

aN !l-CE CoMPANY

Coryuata HeadquarleR
oalla.. T.n. / (214) 9349540

Tus.loo5, Al.bama / (m5) 75&2752

Ennir. Trut/ (214) 87t96ll
T!mp., Adrona / (602) 83t-7399

Mobilc, Alab.ma / (m5) 47&6033
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